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ALL COLLEGE VIC DANCE
Douglas hall will be the tcene of another Senate sponsored vie dance to be
held Saturday from 1
p.m. The 15
tents admission charge will prevail.
8-1-

HE WOOSTER VOICE

Volume LVIII

Mabel C. Little, director of
Sunday, Feb. 17, at 4:15 p.m. the dormitories, has announced that the
Girls' Chorus of Wooster college will
college finds it necessary to lessen its
open its season with a sacred concert
of sugar because of the impossi- use
at the First Presbyterian church of
bility of getting as much as formerly
Wooster.
The chorus, under the direction of from the wholesale dealers.
Eve Roine Richmond is said by critics
Sugar, Miss Little says, has no vita
to be one of the outstanding women's
mins
and is of value only in the en
choruses of America.
joyment of meals. She says that more
' Sing in Cleveland
Miss

.

On Mar.

they will go to Cleveland
where they will sing for the fourteenth
season at the Church of the Covenant.
In the evening they will appear before
the Young People's Union of the
Euclid Avenue Baptist church. Other
trips will follow later in the season.
On Apr. 16, the chorus will present
the annual secular concert in Westminster chapel.
1,

The officers of the Girls' Chorus
are: Barbara Hogg, president; Louise
Stewart,
Martha
Virginia
secretary treasurer;
Witzler, manager, with Jean Stratton
as assistant manager; Eileen Palmer,
publicity manager, and Mary Balloon,
vice-preside-

Mil-bur-

nt;

n,

brown sugar,

which has some food
value in it, will be used.

The college is planning its meals
without the sugar and it is probable
that the decrease will be little noticed
by the students. There will be plenty
of sugar for the sugar bowls, for most
of the saving Will be in "desserts.
.

Seniors Appoint
Committees, Shift
Prom to May 8
r

'

accompanist.

The Senior Prom

List Members

will

take place

The first sopranos are as follows: Friday evening, May 8, in Severance
Tink Carter, Jean Anne Cotton, Ruth gymnasium it was announced by Jim
Cutter, Joanne Gault, Dorothy Hen- Vitella, President of the Senior class.
A change from the previous set date
derson, Priscilla Hughes, Sibyl
Eileen Palmer, Marilyn Palm- of June 1 1 was made necessary by the
er, Jane Robinson, Virginia Witzler, shortened semester. A class' meeting
and Louise Stewart. The second so- will be held in the middle of March
pranos are Mary Margaret Bell, Jean to discuss the advisability of a big
band.
Branson, Charis Lewis, Martha
Gloria Parker, Isabel Pearce,
The other activities of Senior Week
Ruth Reeder, Rachel Shobert, Gloria will take place in the few days before
Spencer, Jean Stratton, Ruth Wetsel, Dr. G. A. Buttrick delivers the 72nd
and Jeanne White. First altos are Lu- commencement address, May 11. The
cille Campbell, Catherine Compton, class picnic is scheduled for May 9.
Jane Cotton, Donna Jean Gault, Helsenior class comen Haas, Martha McCreight, Mary mittees are as follows:
play, Pete
Osborn, Evelyn Roberts, Joanna
Gruber, chairman; band, Hal Streep-er- ,
and June Whitmer. The secchairman, Bob Cope, and Bill
ond altos are Lurenna Alter, Ruth
nominating,' Jim Bean, chair,
Gilbert, Mabel Henderson, Leona
man, Bob Dunlap,' Bob Wilder, Mar-thBarbara Hogg, Shirley Howell,
McCreight, Barbara McConnell
Olivia Judson, MarjTJo KiblerQar-icand Lois Grove'.
Miraldi and Wilma. Oliver.
Memorial, Jerry Stryker, chairman,
Dave Brown, John Ervin, Dick Gar-toSaturday Made Deadline
Ray Hudson,' Art Hoge, Johnston
Lewis, Cameron Satterthwaite, Lucille
For Schedule Revisions Campbell, Jane Cotton,
Jean Anne
Cotton,
Charlotte
Conrad,
Theo
No schedule changes will be perHunt,
Lorna
Strawn, and Ruth
mitted after Saturday; Feb. 7, the
Dean's office announced this week.
Announcements, Jean Smeltz, chairAll schedule change slips must be
man,
Lurenna Alter, Phyllis Clark,
signed and in the Office of the Dean
Madeline
Howe, Dick Crandell,' John
by Monday, Feb. 9.
Healey, Bob Steiner, and Ginny Hart.
Class officers are to be considered
as ex officio members of all commitMac-Donal-

Mil-bur-
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Review
By STAN COATES

For

many weeks the

American people wondered where our
navy was; so did the Japanese. We
finally found out where it was; so did
the Japanese. Our first organized naval attack was against a Jap convoy
in the Strait of Macassar. Severe damage was inflicted on the convoy in a
long running "fight. The second appearance of our navy was a surprise
attack against Jap naval bases about
2,000 miles from Hawaii. Using both
bombers and artillery fire, the navy
greatly reduced the effectiveness of
these Jap bases.
PRODUCTION
For many
months, - even - years, we have been
told that this is a war of production.
This has been dinned into, our ears
so long that we Americans have now
reached the point where we think that
we can win the war by sitting back
and letting our marvelous industrial
production outstrip the rest of the
world. What difference does it make
that Hong Kong has fallen? Why
worry about losing the Philippines?
Don't bother to reinforce Singapore;
we can soon recapture it. Just look
at our mighty production. If we don't
--

defense-minde-

d

Students Urged
To Give Drive
Belter Support

Marines Announce
3 Months'

Training
Course for Officers

A chance to obtain a. reserve officer's commission in the United States
Donated Books, Money
Marine Corps will be offered to a
Fall Short of Set Goal limited number of Wooster students
it was announced today by the Marine
Because of probable shortages in Corps recruiting office in Cleveland,
donations for the Red Cross and Ohio.
Victory Book drives, students are
Lt. John L. Pratt, a graduate of
urged by the Student Senate to turn Denison university, will be on the
in all the money and books they can Wooster campus Feb. 10, for the pur-pos- e
spare as. soon as possible.
of interviewing students inter
According to reports contributions ested in obtaining commissions as
to the Red Cross and Victory Book Second Lieutenants in the United
campaigns are considerably lower than States Marine Corps.
expected.
"However,"
says
Jerry
As in the past only seniors, juniors,
Stryker, Senate president, "while the
and sophomores, between the ages of
Red Cross drive ends Thursday (to
18 and 24, will be eligible for ad
day) the campaign for Victory Books
mittance into the Candidate's Class,
will continue as long' as books are
a three month's course at Quantico,
available. It is realized that college
Va. To enlist as a member of this
students will have few books, other class
a man must be physically fit,
than texts, but perhaps, it is sug
not less than 64 inches and not more
gested, books might be sent from
than 76 inches tall, and have a vihome, in the laundry for instance.
sion of 1820 in both eyes without
Pocket size books are especially de
the aid of glasses.
sirable because of the convenient size."
"
-- Juniors
. " "i " - " "
.1 and sophomores accepted
i
student senate voted to contribute
for
class will be. given draft dethe
not more than 10 to make up the
balance not quite met in the "Meatl- ferment and will be allowed to finish
ess Dinner" campaign to purchase a college. Upon graduation they will
"vie" for the East Side Community be called to active duty to last for the
duration of the national emergency.
Center.
All students interested in a reserve
The M. S. G. A. owes the Student
commission
in the United States
Senate 100 for their Hallowe'en
Corps
Marine
should contact Arthur
formal and the Student Senate has
F.
Southwick,
registrar, immediately
agreed to settle for' 80 if paid before
arrange
to
for
an interview with Lt.
Apr. 2.
Pratt. '
Arrangements were made to hold
a "Vic" dance this Saturday evening,
Feb. 7, at Douglass from 8 to 1 1 with
a 15 cent charge.

Number 15
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Council Passes
"Hell Week". Feb.
Six-Da-

St ar of Kappa Thet a Gamma Play

'

Barred From. Douglass
A six day "Hell week", beginning
Monday, Feb. 23, and ending Saturday, Feb. 28, was approved at the
Kenarden Council meeting in Kenarden lounge, Monday evening, Feb.
2. The meeting was attended by John
Bruere,. sectidn faculty advisers, section heads, and section "hellmasters." '"
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Office Will Take

game on Feb. 18.

mid-semes- -,

M lit :r

mmam mm
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Jim Bean was appointed to make inquiry about securing a bus and a
block of tickets for the Mt. Union

Similar to Last Year
The week's program will be similar
to last year's six day plan. The first
two days Monday and Tuesday, Feb.
23 and 24 the initiates will be free
after supper. Wednesday's evening
program must be held indoors. Out
side activities will ' be confined to
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday eve
nings. Because of a deadlock in voting
between the six day and three day
plans, the final decision was made by
the toss of a coin.
"Hell week" was moved uo from in
usual time, the first week in March.
because of the shortened semester and
the probable conflicts with
ter examinations.

.:44
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Bids Due in Dean's Office
Feb. 18; Upperclassmen

,

Big Four Designates
Prayer Week Group,
Plans Benefit Movie

Procedure Announced
The schedule of events leading up
to the eventful week is as follows: the
preference lists were available to the
section heads - Wednesday morning,
Feb. 4, in .the office of the dean of
men. .Bids will be due in the dean's
office from the sections, Wednesday,'
Feb. 18, before chapel. From there
(Continued on Pag 4)
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Applications For
Counsellorships

The
reFour held its
treat, Sunday morning, Jan. 31, in
Babcock dining hall for the purpose
of selecting a chairman for the Week
of Prayer. Four men were nominated
from whom the final selection will be
mid-yea- r

made.

The Big Four designates the chairman of the Week of Prayer committee,
while the remainder of the committee
is composed of two members each from
the M.S.G.A. and the W.S.G.A. One
member is chosen from the faculty
arid the preceding year's chairman is
member
an
Following a pancake breakfast, Dr.
John Hutchison of the philosophy
department gave a lecture based upon
the extensive religious program here
at Wooster. He urges students to
their concentrated study, by
which they had prepared forsemester
exams, and not to let the newNerm
suffer because of the
let
'

ex-offic-

io

con-tinu-

3 Contests

Still Open

There are three more opportunifor students inter
ested in participating in local oratori
ties this semester

cal contests, according to Dr.
G. Lean of the speech department.

Del-be-

The Scovel Peace Memorial contest, which carries with it a cash prize
of 00, will be held about the first
of March, The money will be split
into' two prizes, 35 for first place
and 15 for runner-up- .
The winner
will represent Wooster at the state
contest in May, at which jflOO in prize
money will be awarded to the winners. James Baird, x'42, won the
state contest two years ago.

The China Prize Extempore Speaking Contest will be held about the
first of April and the winner will
receive 15 in cash. The China Prize
Extempore Contest is open to freshmen. Later in April "the Junior Prize
Oratorical Contest will be held. This
contest is limited to members of the
junior class and the winner receives
a prize of 25. Further information

.

Riissian-SituationjtoJClu-

b

The Big Four is also formulating
plans to sponsor a movie downtown.
If this, plan materializes the, proceeds
will be spent to buy Bibles for soldiers.
This plan is carried out in cooperation with the American Bible Society.
George- - Mulderahd
Sara Jean Ferguson are ,in charge of
'
this project.
er,

Mary-Smuck-

rt

e

It has, in previous years, been the
policy oJ the Dean of Men to select
students, .usually .juniors, - who were
qualified for positions as counsellors,
without their making application. The
new system will avoid the possibility
of a student's refusing the counsellor
appointment after it has been made.
.In the past juniors have usually
comprised the majority of those selected but in the c future there will be
a greater number of sophomores, according to the Dean. The reason is
that the juniors chosen this year will
be spending their last year at the college next year, and because of the
usually extensive activities of the senior year, they may not have sufficient
time to spend on their duties as coun'

sellors.'

Senate to Circulate
- Fred Waring Song

up.

Dr.Lean Announces"

Men desiring counsellorships in the
freshman dormitory may apply for
the positions now, John Bruere, Dean
of Men, announced Monday. These
applications should be made at the
office of the Dean of Men by Feb.
15.

Big

.

mid-semest- er

attisnap out of the
tude, we are in danger of losing every about these contests may be obtained
base east of Hawaii. We must realize from Professor Lean.
that this is a war of fighting as well
as of production, unfortunately
Bryan Reads Thesis on
AIR POWER If we can believe
4
our official cb7nlnTques7Jr"Sr-plan- 4
and pilots are showing surprising
Glenn Bryan will deliver a thesis
superiority. In actual air combat, the
ratio of planes downed is about 9 to on the Russian situation at the next
1 in our favor. Let's send more planes
meeting of Congressional club, Feb.
over there instead of just producing 9, in the Congressional room.; The
them.
meeting will start promptly St 7 p.m.
--

Voltaire, '

defend with my life your right to say it."

n,

Recently-appointe- d

OUR NAVY

reachetjia

.

--

Plans Cleveland Tour on College Cuts Down
Mar. 1; Secular Concert
Sugar Consumption
Scheduled Here Apr. 16

-

RED CROSS DRIVE ENDS
Student StaM is making a last
appeal today to Wooster student to civ
dollars in order that the campus goal of
1900 might be
your
.
share now!
.
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.
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Chorus Presents
Concert Feb. 15
-

v

..
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New Election Schedule
The

new election schedule for
Y. W. C. A., W. S. G. A., and
W. A. A. is as follows. For Y. W.

Douglass Formal
Features Keating
Will Keating and his orchestra is
scheduled to play for the annual
Douglass formal Friday evening from
8 to 12. Couples will dance in lower

and at intermission each
section will hold its own Open House.
Douglass,

The committee in charge is headed
by Don Meisel and consists of section
heads, Wayne Hunter, John Hill,
George Bell, Guy Hardin, Benton
Kline, - Ted - Ferguson - and - Norman
Wright. Bill Benson, Norm Wright,
Carson Kent, Clark Weygaridt, Oscar
Olson, and Gus Gessegnet compose the
decpratingcommittee,jJ

Petitions in

newprpjectsponsord bytheJJtudent
A committee consisting of
Paul Churton, chairman, John Mel-liand Fritz Pfouts has been chosen
to carry out the idea.
Miami university, Arizona State
university and Marshall college are a
few of the many colleges and universities for which Fred has written
songs. The demand for these songs is
naturally very high and the student
body's wholehearted approval of the
idea is apparent.
For the purpose of showing ap

John Smeltz, sophomore Senate
member, has been appointed college
chairman of the Blood Donors Service
of the American Red Cross, it was announced yesterday.

plays to hit New York since "Abie's Irish Rose," will be presented in
Taylor hall on March 12, 13, 14.

The chaperones are Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. J. Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs.
Dorms
John Bruere, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
M. Hole, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J.
A new Wooster fight song comGraebel, Dr. and Mrs. Wm. I. Schreib-er- ,
posed by Fred Waring is the goal of a
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell W, Coolidge,

Senate.

Red Cross Plans
Blood Donations

Cast in the leading feminine role of the Kappa Theta Gamma production
of "The Man Who Came to Dinner" is attractive Alice Neff, '43, of
Utica, New (York. The comedy, one of the most amusing and popular

MmandMrsriir-Kingma-

ir

Eberhart,

and Dr. and Mrs. John A. Hutchison.

n

College Rifle Range

This particular branch of the Red
Cross is organized nationally to arrange for donations of one pint of
blood from healthy persons to be used for transfusions and other medical
Guns
purposes arising out of the war. No
organization has as yet been set up
The college rifle range which is for blood donations, according to
being constructed in the stadium Smeltz.
should be completed within a week ac' Persons under twenty-on- e
years of
cording to Zearl Ramey who is di- age desiring to donate blood
to the
recting the work. Upon its completion Red Cross must secure written permisa class in rifle markmanship will be sion from their parents. The request
offered under the instruction of Coach is made therefore that
any such stuL. C. Boles.
dents obtain written permission now

New

Acquired

The range will be a 50 yard indoor
type, set up under the stadium stands.
There will be room for six men to
shoot at one time, and a table three
feet high is being constructed so that
shooting may be done standing, kneel,
ing, or prone.

days. Ammunition arid targets may be
purchased from the college.

Plates
of an inch' thick
and eight by 16 feet will be the background for the targets. Special racks
will hold the rifles. '

Army Broadens
Officer Age Limit

Marsh Chosen For

Pari in "Tally Ho"

Tb-i-jhaage-

sare

With

.

.

..
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.

decor-ations-committe-

s-wilL-be-theJirsuoLfout-Dut

-Thi-

the-Army-ror

,
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government

e'
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f romT Cleveland.

College io Remodel

Overtoil Residence

Plans are being formulated now for '
"Instruction will begin just as soon the remodeling of the Overholt res
as the construction work is completed," idence on Be all Avenue which is to
said Coach Boles. There will be no serve as the new Conservatory or
regularly scheduled classes, but men Music. The tentative plan is to leave
will be taken from the sophomore the house essentially as it is with cer
sections seven at a time and given les- tain minor . changes.. The main ttvi-siosons in riflle marksmanship.
will be in the exits, to fit build
- ,
ing requirements.

--

-

down

one-quart- er

'..

Presents
Canton
Program

be brought

Six Winchester single shot rifles are Appointments will be arranged, with
being furnished by the college for use about five minutes needed for tha
actual taking of the blood, and an
at the range. Men who could were
advised to bring their own rifles back hour recuperative period before re
with them after the Christmas holi-- turning to the campus.

The War Department announced
yesterday that the Army's Officer Can
didate Schools are now open to all
qualified enlisted men from 18 to 45
years of age. The minimum period of
service required for admission to the
proval, petitions will be distributee? toschools has been reduced to three
morrow to all off campus houses, each
months. Specially qualified graduates
Glee Club
section of Kenarden, the girls' dormi.
may be authorized to take advanced
tones, and .Douglass hall. For those
in,
training to fit them for early promo
who live in town, the Voice office will
tion.
be open at all times and petitions will
Tonight at 8: 15 in the First Pres. be available
in accordance
for signatures- thorir??
byterian Church of Canton the Men's
Bob Marsh has been chosen for the
with the planned expansion of the
Glee club will present its first conpresent system forproviding trained part of Shank in 'Tally Ho", the
cert since the eastern concert tour dur. Wooster Debaters Hold
officer leaders for the rapidly expand- 1942 Gum Shoe Hop production, acing Christmas vacation. This evening's
cording- to Director Celia Retzler.
ing Army.
Two Meets
Kenyon
program will ponsist of the same numBob replaces Jimmy Rowe, who withThe age limits for admission to Ofbers as those used in the secular con
drew from the cast.
WoQster's debate team will have ficer Candidate School have been
certs of the tour. This includes the
Esther Robinson has been placed in
three soloists Bill Sharp, bass; .Gor- two meets next week with Kenyon col- broadened considerably to coincide
charge
of- - properties -- and --'Walter
with
induction
the
new
enlistment
and
lege.
The
first,
scheduled for Feb. li,
don Rowand, marimbist; and Nicky
Krumm,
stage manager, has appointed
beThis
ages.
that
means
any
will
here,
be
man
and the second, on
Zuppas, violinist.
Feb. 13, will be at Kenyon. On Feb. tween the ages of 18 and 45 now serv- Ginny Ellison chairman of the
.
slated f orinduc
of town concerts that have been sched- 12 Wooster will send two. teams to ing in
who
future,
don
the.
in
otherwise
is
uled for the second semester. In addi- Case.
Under the direction of June Whit' u
qualified, will be eligible for selection
tion to these the glee club, under Mr.
These debates will be on the sub
mer, the chorus is working on a new
as an officer candidate.
DeVeny's direction, will present its ject: "Resolved: that the federal
Please." Jim Park
song, "Good-byannual home sacred and secular conshould regulate by law all
For additional details set Prof. W. and Ruth Kress are preparing a specerts in the spring.
labor unions."
R. Westhafer, dean of the college.
cial jitterbug dance for the Hop., "
'
C. A. and W. S. G. A. the petition for nominations will be circulated from Mar. 16 to 23, and
elections will be on Mar. 25. W.
A. A. election will be Mar. 26.

to avoid delay once the blood donation campaign is un'der way.
Wilson Flattery, chairman for the
city of Wooster, states that 450 don
ors must be signed up from tha community before a Red Cross unit can

es

ns

The present barn will be so ar
ranged as to provide about 20 practice rooms. The old building shell will
be used as a start with sound proofing,
lighting, and heating improvements
to be added.
The house will hold all the instruc
tion studios plus a large lounge 'down
stairs.

The college underground tunnel for
steam and electricity will be extended
to both buildings from
point back
of Severance hall.
According to Mr. Donald & Dicka-son, assistant business manager of the
college, the corner property on BceJl
Avenue and Bowman Street, the sit
present Conservatory, practice
house, and the old Miller Manor it
ready for tale.

If present arrangements are
pleted the new building will be
use in the fall semester.

comready-fo-

r
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Gad, 'the' horrors of war.
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When a gal passes out lollipops it is an
indication that she, herself, has landed a

BIitor4n-Chle-f
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the
Wooster Voice:
Evidently your social columnist Miss
June Whitmer, in her original "calm
and unruffled manner," doe not real- ize the after affects of a bit of
TNT. She blew last week and now we
would like to toot a bit.
Columnist Attacked Seventh
Let us say that we find the situation
a bit heart touching. Your columnist
relates to us, upon personal investigation, that she merely had to have
something to write about .and decided
to add a bit of spice to her column
pyninaking jnnpenttacKriot on the
gang who inhabit the southeast corner
of the gym balcony, but upon Seventh
Section. We did not think that Miss
Whitmer would use her "Memos from
the Date Book" as a meansof personal attack, nor did we entertain the
thought that her ingenious writing
.'talent, heretofore lavishly praised,
would succumb to such an ignominous
quirk of wit.
Resent Assertion
We do not resent being called
habitual haranguers, trouble causers,
pests or just plain hell raisers. In fact
we rather like it. But we do resent,
heartfully, the assertion made by Miss
Whitmer that we solely defend and
noisily champion our stellar member
on the floor. This is not
only a gross exaggeration' but a com- mon ordinary unqualified falsehood.
We do not inhabit the southeast bal- cony to cheer and laud our stellar
member, but we are there to back a
five man basketball squad which we
.
..
think is worth all the public commen- dation that you or anyone else can
hand out.
Section Misses Few Games
You might be interested to
know that this gang which you label
as public enemies-havnot missed one
single basketball game played either
here on our own court or at any
away court in the past two years. This
certainly was not done to back "our
boy" but was carried out by loyal en- thusiasm for our own college basket- nan squaa ana coacn. we aamit-tnaour enthusiasm might be a bit too
arrogant for a few timid souls, and
we accept your unqualified public rep- rimanding. But we leave you with one
thought. We do not intend to retire
placidly into our shell because you
have spoken and we shall be on hand

sucker.

Business Manager
Associate Editor

John Stranahan
Eugene Murdock.
Becky Hostetter, Jean Hu
Jean Smaltx.
Cliff Alexander.
Herb Rogers- Jana Ad
Lewis Van da Visse.

-- Sports Editor
Managing Editor

--Copy

Optimist: (Upon awakening)
ing, Lord.".

Editors

Feature Editor
Editor
--Advertising Manager
--Circulation Manager
Auditor
Maka-u-

"Good morn'

:"

Pessimist: "Good Lord, Morning!'

p

STAFF ASSOCIATES

I just heard about the English major who
wanted to. join the Naval Reserve because he
knew the correct use of either or.

I

Haines Rachel. Dorothy Rickank, Grace Ohki,
Martha Stark, Jean Bid

ASSISTANTS
John Cebhardt.
Edith Beck, Herb Ervin, Lois Schroeder,
Phyllis Johnson, Roger Beck, Margaret Neely, Peggy Welih,
Betty McPhee, Elkn Vaugh, Ed Morris, Betty Piatt, Nancy
Ruth, John Stalker, Ed Fiahcr, Marjorie Page, Kenneth Cohen,
Norman Wright, Marie Thede, John Kovach.

Then there is the senior who got the first
A of his college career. An A'l from his draft
bbard.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
Elinoi
Ruth Twitched,
Barbara Haas,
Esther Robinson,
Ehrman, Carrie Berwick, Corienne Coppock, Marilyn Miller,
Hank
Rots,
Miller,
Fredrica Thomas, Betty Russell, Barbara
Bob Douglass. Phyllis Van Duser, Carrol Reed, George Koch,
Phillip Frank.
.
,

1

Just Ad Lib bin g

And now the Red Cross has made me a
man.

The Curtain Rises
Association be able to

ifie

m

pro-clai-

DATE BOOK

non-discriminato- ry

the M. S. G. A. as being a puppet in the

hands of the administration.

This was

evi-dence-

d

last Monday evening when Dean of
Council would be the sole determining factor

or shortening

of cherries; but in view of the sugar" rationing
it seems they're due to be sour ones. So what

"Hell

"

week," or in leaving it the same.

happens. We chew the tart fruit

er

.

As has been advocated in the popular vernacular of the song writers, Life is just a bowl

Men, John Bruere, stated that the Kenarden
in either lengthening

WHITMER

By JUNE

mit grim-

When voting upon the question between
shortening the period and leaving it the same

and still end up with just the pits.
However, there remains that saving grace in

resulted in a tie, the council decided by a

human nature to be able to take the pits with

"flip of the coin" to retain the system inaug-

a grin and, accordingly, dish them out in
similar fashion.May we suggest (for in these

aces

ministration has been known to favor.ior some

Thursday evening at '7:30. the gym will

Hank Greenberg was one of the
first to go. Then Jimmy Stewart was
lost to the women of the movie-goinpublic, constituting one of the first
great mass sacrifices for the defense
effort. We mustn't forget the Roosevelt boys in uniform, of course or
should we? But, to go on; the sports
world also suffered a series of losses
with Bob Feller and Joe Louis leading the cavalcade. But the gesture
which perhaps has received the greatest plaudits of the "common folk"
was the induction into the army of
Joe Palooka.

timeInstead the, point, was settled Jn asfair

feature thrills and actions once more from a
brilliant and versatile basketball squad. Fenn

Private Joe Palooka
JoeTias long had the common

urated last year,

i.e., two days

of

week will be devoted by the pledges to

the

activities, and the remaining

the doctrine of individual

four will involve outside duties.

ad-

a manner as possible, by a "flip of a coin."

'"

should not use the college as an excuse for

come all!

'

''- -

The lads of '45 get their first big chance
to scintillate and impress the campus by way

not accomplishing desired ends. It further
shows that the ao'ministration is more than will-

of FORMAL design, Friday night; DOUG-

,

.

ing to
with the M. S. G. A: and
will accept, if, humanly possible, that which
the selected representatives recommend.
te

LASS will be the scene of dancing for the big

.

Association has been hiding

nt

celebration

has been lifted!

of Valentine's Day and Will

Keating is to set the rhythmic pace from

842.

Too, the PYRAMIDS steep themselves in

For The Common Good
ne,

ten nights in a barroom condensed into one
of .frolic. The Bowery, is .to be re-. evening
created in Babcock basement and males on the

not - ten or

.

--

twenty, but just ONE junior man signed up
for the advanced physical education course.-Th-

'
e

course was offered for those men who
should be interested in perfecting their phy-

..

roster are requested not to forget their derbies
and stogies. Time:
8-1-

On Saturday

evening

the

with some would be the almosf impossible.'

Babcock basement and suggest that troubles

A glance around the campus will reveal to

be thrown to the wind (as cold as it is) and

any arresting eye the many men, too numerous
to mention in these columns, who could lose
twenty or even thirty pounds of excess avoirdupois. Our grandparents are certainly right
in saying that the present generation is soft.
Cream puffs and marshmallows; taxis and
private cars,. all have deteriorating effects.

that persuasive strains of music lead weary
souls and soles in a merry bit of informal

-

T

dancing. Could

8-1-

be right?

1

It could and

fi'"

genu-lingula- r)

Jail-colleg-

:.

-l-

antee of no

black-out-

until

s

after-- 1

.

-

.--

.

9-

1., Darn

the luck, fellows!

But one could hardly ignore (and who
would want to) the fact that though June
may be considered the month of brides, January has certainly hit a new high for Wooster
"Steadies"

ts

recently and automatically joined our already

Two old maids

wet for

swellmg-Tanks;So-here-

on the "bashful" to as great and happy heights.

didn't take advantage of their opportunity.

(Thanks, kids, for the lollipops!)

the "fickle" with proper contempt

--

.

nder-Okeh-labeh-Benny-s-

nts

le

N ote

witched-

..i

'"u

tions that college graduates took this
'

Dattynitions
,

.

.

T

;

.shoot craps.

a politician, wolf or an

ePert'

B

""""lBal

His second Okeh waxing revived

The officer in
charge of misconduct.
WAFER
the distance men should
stay from women."- ; STEEL WOOL is the shearing from
hydraulic rams.
PHONOLOGY
a subject in the
communications course on date getting technique.
CONCEIT the electric chair.
LUDC altsAR. dough borrowed to
VICE-PRESIDEN-

a tramp in the woods, but couldn't catch him.

"Do you suggest he is a thief?" asked the judge.
"I couldn't say he's a thief, subjl said the witness, "but if I was a
'
chicken,-I'roost mighty high!"

.

.

CANNIBAL

I remember my first appearance as a comedian. I had. them rolling
in the aisles. Then the usher came and took away the dice B Hope

d

Collegiate 'Press
year are as unsound as quicksand,
men and women based, as so many of them are, on the
"the
are encountering
greatest demand artificial economy, of a war boom.
for their services in our generation,"
"Educational institutions and in- Hobert F. Moore, secretary of appoint- - dustry have a great opportunity, in',
ments at Columbia university, declares fact, a mutual responsibility, to co
in his annual report. The emergency operate in preparing youth for the
that made necessary the national youth world s work and, of course we all
administration as a relief measure for knowToiT lnany examples where
has passed, Mr. Noore adds, operation" between the two has existed"
effectively for many years. My plea is
; .N.YiAi
Funds Could Go
is
Jt my opinion that the allotment for an enlargement of this idea toward
of NYA. funds for college students . the end that business, industrial and
may well be withdrawn and used to government institutions will make it
much better advantage for purposes of possible for every college man and
national defense," he says. "There are woman to serve an internship or
opportunities through private prenticeship in his chosen field as a
sources for a student to work his prerequisite to a position."
way."
,
During the last year the salary at
which students. began( to work averaged 10 per cent above the starting
salaries of the previous year, according to Mr. Moore. "Furthermore, it
By LES GIB IAN
was not unusual for seniors, after they
Even
than the usual amount
more
had accepted Lajjobat one salary, to
I
or "Commentu- - current . Ahnut - nennv
i
j
l
ft.w..T nviu umi uicy uau ucn given
'
f
a raise, even before reporting for Goodwin these days. A great leader
'
of a great band, he is constantly the
work.
' ubject of
POP"!" musK chatter. Re. "From a period of historic unem- payment, the situation changed over- - centlY nwever, he created a sensa-nigrecording the unusually large
to a seller's market where there J1?11
number
of 18 sides in one month
iob
were more
tr.nn
d

ct

r,..,w

-

'

Jack Strang, President.

'

-

'

and spur

At present a series of meetings has
been organized around the theme "My
Philosophy of Life". Various speakers
from the faculty and student body
have been asked to contribute some
u uieir pasic iaeas on me suDject.
Dr. Warren Spencer will be our guest
thiscoming Sunday. I'm sure those
who .have heard Dr. Spencer speak
will appreciate the fine ideas which
he has to offer.
Sincerely, "

from the more
Pensive Columbia
label t0 Ukeh at the nrK of the y?af
i
.1 a
l has certainly
andj he
started offrr with
bang. '.
The first disc he made under the
label was "Let's Do It" and 'The
new
Positions Aren't Sound
The latter is dedicated to Earl
Earl".
"Under other circumstances the harHines
and features Mel Powell at
vest of opportunities would be an octhe
piano.
Goodman has been plug
casion for. rejoicing, and indeed we
this
ging
number
on his nightly broad- are proud of the record; but we can
Red
01:30,"
network, NBC, if
the-fanot overlook
that many posi- - cast,

--

good wishes to all of them. May they scorn

Spencer Will Speak

ment . market, college women came
into their own, for employers suddenly
remembered that there are many posi
tions that women can handle as well
as men.

V

positive that adequate provision would be
made to limber them up. After the majority
of college men have been drafted, they will
regret, more than they know now, that they

CUM,ons.

"In the face of thisictive emolov.

Prexy wrote a man to come and speak in chapel. He received from
this person, on the day before he was to speak, a telegram which
read as
'
follows:
. '"Sorry stop Can't make it stop Wash-ou- t
on line stop"
'Prexy wired back:
"Borrow a shirt and come anyway stop"

quite a few new couples have

I-

1

.

Sally: I bumped into Tom on the street last night. '
- Sue: What did he have to say?
Sally: Nothing. My car knocked him unconscious.

14

ht

Did you hear about the army camp that was built so close to the
ocean that every time the tide came in three divisions became part of
the navy.

e

functlon of our organization
ta ProvicIe an adequate means
of Pres"on for this interest, a place
I
1J
...L...
W""B ,uca
mar De t"eelY- exenangea
811(1 diCUMel unhampered by precon- ception or prejudice. Our program
" constructed with this end in view.
&"ting speakers are invited to
Psent their views and help lead dis-The4

then'

.

.

."7

And last but not least, on schedule is old
the
faithful
VIC DANCE at
Douglass with general admission and a guar- -

Hat

.

We' believe that the campus is sincerely interested in a religious philosophy of life. A genuine interest in
religion is in evidence not only in
"bull sessions", but in much of our
'ordinary conversation, especially since
the present state of the world is
forcing upon' us a reconsideration of
many of our fundamental values. This
80rt of bought is the basis of many
of the vitaI
which we as
individual m"
e to life. Even
among those who ProfeM indifference,
there
a real undercurrent of
ine
n the basic values of life,
Thi
certainly a natural and
imPortant Pa" of our approach to

ol

The woman jitterbug looked as though either her clutch was slipping
or else her slip was clutching.

is!

'

' .

t
snows
wnat we are endeavoring to
do.
Campus Interested in Religion

Affairs

A familiar Vth columnist is the fourth Dry Martini after the three
you are sure you didn't feel.

.

,
.

ap-amp-

GNOME'

"Did her father come between you?"
"No, merely behind me I"

,

co-stude-

intl-jage-tomonxn-

v

.
.

By Associated

University-traine-

.

Men in the. junior and senior classes do not get enough exercise if they are not actively
participating in some sport. The Voice propose that a compulsory physical education
course be instigated for all junior and senior
men at the beginning of the summer session.
Students not considerate of their bodies should
be required to keep them jn good shape,:

By

members o f

THIRD SECTION ope' their synagogue in

If enough interested men would show up

A difficulty faced by many campus
organizations is that the student body
is not adequately informed of their

Moore Recommends N.Y.A. Funds
Be Used For Purposes of Defense

tor? .aro'iiito- eisBasuroE? ; . .

1.

siques before the armed' forces attempt' what

-

Dear Editor:

t

--

heard-that-onlyo-

--

...

.

Hal Streeper
President of Seemh

.

--

the atmosphere of the gay nineties, and with
their guests, the Imps, will look forward to

Words could nardly express our amazement
.when - we -

,

d

social time clock.
punch on this week-end'- s
The red heart (not the dog food) will be
the special theme of decoration in anticipatory

"Another "bushel"" behind which the Men's "
Self-Governme-

,

e

been able to detect its identity as yet.
touch. He's been the example Osgood, Recalling the
success of the Women'
clean living for all the youth of Suffrage
movement during the last
America to biVHjkld and to go and do 'war.-Tvh- ich
along with other things,
likewise. His, value as a bolsterer of
gave them the right to wear trousers
morale among the men in the army - (slacks, they
call them)we strongly
is beyond estimation. More recently,
suspect some similar movement may
we who follow the "comic" section in be
afoot to gain further encroachthe Plain Dealer, have been reading
ments upon the male animal's' rights.
with great excitement the details of Mrs.
Roosevelt has warned all young
Joe's almost single-handecapture of women not to marry
in a fit of
a Nazi submarine, with his bare fists patriotic fervor before
their men deand boxing trunks as his only equip- part for the
army, but to contjnue
ment and weapons. We were some- to prepare themselves
for life after
what shocked at his language and his the
war. Naturally, we've become
stern treatment, of the enemy, however. suspicious. In
the first place, we have
This isn't the magnanimous Joe we
not noticed anyone getting married
have known in the past. And herein
out of sheer patriotism, and in the
liesthe tragedyof all comicstrips--eve-n "secondrwe don't like
thar word "pre
they must alter under the duress
pare". It is only fitting that we males
of war.
should be forewarned and stand toAll these, we presume, are supposed gether. The first lady, a dreamer like
to be funny. We suppose they prob- her husband perhaps, may be laying
ably are, since they are a bit incon the foundations of a post-wa- r
Amagruous at times, and - slightly -- over- zonian state. Stand firm," fellows, carry stated. But, what faith we hacT in the hnthepursuitandacceprTto-deferi-ment- s.
comic section as a source of enjoy:
-

readily becomes our next victim. Come one,

This incident proves that the association
still has authority with which to work, and

....

n,

.

wont to jinger even after the pits have been
.... disposed of.: So pardon me while I gargle.

Bruere could have cast the deciding vote in

co-opera-

before

patriotic sacrifice) that a mouthwash will
often aid in removing that acid taste which is

As presiding chairman of the council, Dean
favor of the shortened period which the

comfort

kind of tough. What faith then
can we have in Joe, Superman, Tar-zaCaptain Easy, Flash Gordon,
Jungle Jim, and "Daddy" Warbucks?
Years hence, well may we laugh at the
antics of our comic heroes today; but
now, nowhere can we find merriment
and jest in their stories.
, Blondie to the Rescue
Our sole hope lies in. Blondie and
Dagwood, and the prayer upon the
lips of all of us who hope to see our
children enjoy really funny comic
strips as once we did, is that Blondie
and Dagwood continue to be prolific,
producing more and more little deferments; every Sunday if necessary.
Eleanor
,
Speaking of comic strips
Mrs.'
Roosevelt, despite all her many duties
still 'has time occasionally to render
advice. We can't help but feel that
some sort of crafty plot lies behind
hetJatest utterance but T weT haven't
gets

g

days of national defense measures, we preach

ide

con-centrateoTins-

ment and escape from the grimness
of the front page which has not been
lost, is now rapidly fading. We recog.
nize in this an insidious scheme to
lurfepossible recruits into the services;
a nefarious device to train our youthful males to accept war as a grand
hilarious adventure. But the greatest
of all its evils is the possible disillusionment our- - young manhood may
have to suffer. Just suppose this war

When selective service was still in
its early days, draft boards throughout
the Country seemed to vie with one
another to demonstrate their determination to be completely
in their" selections. The
eyes of a nation were focusing, preparing to glare at the first draft-dodgamong the more stellar members of these United States. But, either
the public suffers from astigmatism,
or we must admit, few if any of our
celebrities have shirked their duty when
called. In fact, the "celebrities" that
have fallen under the act have been
many and the publicity they have
received far surpasses the best efforts
of their paid agents.

MEMOS from

No longer will representatives of the Men's
nt

-

--

'Dollar-a-year- "

Self-Governme-

to add a few more cases of TNT to
each and every basketball game..
Maybe Mia Whitmer would calmly
entertain the thought of a wise quota- tion. "People'who live in glass houses
shouldn't throw stones."
Sincerely yours,

'

JqJ&

a Wilch-r-

Letters Reprimand Social Columnist;
Explain Student Fellowship Activities

lengthy article which stated that priorities had
denied the sale of zippers, even to strip

far

Robert

t .ALCAPP

"To the Editor of

ei
ic.,

-

.Last Friday's Plain Dealer carried quite a

ei

S-r-

A6NER-

By GLEN BRYAN

iw

ft ymg

It A rWiiini

Lit'

:he Md
?om:body E!s? Vflk"
5
mg My Place," with a vocal by Peggy
Lee. This' really is a honey of course
we mean the arrangement) and it is
truly indicative, of the ability of.
Goodman's arrangers'to make a goodf
modern arrangement out of almost
'
any tune.
With the fine outfit that he has,
Benny is continuing to pack them in
at the Hotel New Yorker. Billy Butter- field's tone on first trumpet really does.
wonders in giving the brass section
depth and roundness.
:

An arrangement whichGoodman"

features quite a bit on location and
uikeVL 1
I
.
I
Lu.
An tsltrk-Aiwviuw in .!uie iaac
scandal power.
.
month is "Clarinet a la King," He
INSINUATE is what was told Adam plays some terrific stuff on the clari- and Eve in the garden.
net as does Powell on the piano. Most
LACTIC a clock that needs wind- - of the time you'll find that they both
mg
vnind better on this arrangement on
Rike
the air than on the record.
.

DIM-LIGHT

af

,

.
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Intramural Leagues

Basketball Lettermen Win Awards in Four Sports

Tighten as Seventh

SHE

Dll

Pze

Scots Conlinuo
Conference Wins;
Beat Wittenberg

V

Remains Undefeated

-NELSON
With the intramural season nearing
the half way mark there is a close
struggle for. honors in both the Kenarden and Douglass leagues. In the
Kenarden league Kenarden VII is in
first place with three wins in three
games. Kenarden II is well established
in second place with five wins in six
starts. They have lost only to Kenarden I.
In third place the Frosh team has
BaS
x
a slight edge on Kenarden I and
COPS
Kenarden V who are tied for fourth
place. Following these teams are Ken, ' "
arden III, the Scotties, Kenarden VI,
and Kenarden IV.
Seventh Leads Scoring
With only three games under their
belt, Kenarden VII seems to have an
edge in all departments. Their 34
point offensive average is the best in
the league, while their eight point defensive average' is also tops. Kenarden
II has the second best offensive average. They have averaged 26 points per
game. Second in the defensive average is Kenarden V with a 14 point
average, closely followed by Kenarden
II with a 15 point average. While
beating Kenarden IV
Kenarden
VII scored the most points in any one
game and held the opposition to the
fewest points in any one game.
Douglass League Tied,
In the Douglass league there is a
wwwiDIl
Lijiimii
red hot race with Douglass I II and
CcncH-- tiokti
Douglass
tied for first place
I
These five lettermen do not
with five wins in five starts. Douglass
their athletic ability to the basis in third place with three wins
I
ketball
court but boast football, tenfive
in
games. These leaders are folgolf letters beside their basand
nis,
lowed by Douglass III, Douglass IV,
ketball
monograms.
Section IX, Kappa Komets, Five Old
Captain Karl Kate is an
Men, and the Town team.
athlete beginning in the fall
Douglass MI has a fine offensive
with
football,
progressing to basketaverage in their 41 points per game,
ball
winding
and
up' the year by
while the 19 point defensive average
playing
on
the
golf
Douglass
of
team. Kate has
is thie pest in
I
three
letters
won
football,
in
two in
the league. There is plenty of opporbasketball,
golf.
and
Playing
two
in
tunity for a fine battle between these
two teams in this league, and there number two man on the golf team
should be more fine games before the llast year, Karl is certain, of being
either number one or two when the
season is over.
team
tees off this year.
W. L. Pts. Opts. Pet.
Ken. VII
3 0 101
25 1.000
Sproull Gives Up Football
By EARL

Voice Sports Editor

. Some Friday night when you are
give Wooster a bad name in the
Irifting around the campui with your
Ohio Conference.
late and you aren't exactly financially
The answer to the whole problem
and you don't" want seems to be that Wooster should play
o spend what little money you. have
teams that are not big name, yet that
mdyou veigjsjxongjncLathleticI have big tinje basketball team,, There
uid you don't know exactly what to are plenty of small colleges
no bigger
lo with your date, why don't you take than Wooster who have big
time
ler to the gym for Play. Night. This teams and yet they would be glad to
li the night legally set by the college play a home and home series with the
vhen boys and girls may go over to Scon because they are in the
same fix
he gym together and indulge in the as Wooster is
in trying to find suitable
'arious activities such as swimming, opponents. In fact playing these teams
basketball, volleyball, handball, bad- - does
not necessarily mean long trips!
Tunton, tumbling, chinning oneself, By such teams I mean Toledo, De
vrestling, jiu jitsu, etc. In other words Salles, Xavier, Capital
Ohio Northou can show your date in one easy ern, Baldwin Wallace, Youngstown,
esson, just how big and strong you (all in Ohio by the way) Geneva,
ire and just how weak and dependent Westminster, Waynesburg, W. and
me is. Of course the reverse has been
J., and many others.
;
nown to happen.
Any one of these teams could
Few of the students have made
give the Scots stiff competition
use of this opportunity and if the
. and could afford the Wooster
turnout is not better these nights
fans something to boo about inwill be discontinued.
Several
stead of having them go ito a
members of the athletic departweekly Saturday night butchery.
ment are there to supervise things
To play these teams would not
and all in all, a grand time is
give the Scots the distinction of
generally had by everybody.
being a professional college
team. Whatever publicity
After the two - frauds staged last
they would get certainly would not
especially the one last Fri- hurt the school especially in times
day night, it becomes more obvious
like these, when college minded
that Wooster has its schedule filled
boys and girls are few and far
with a lot of teams that have no business being there. Wooster has proven
this year that it can have a first rate
basketball team year in and year out.
At the start of the season the mate
ver-burden-

ed

,

.

-

week-en-

bas-ketba-

U

d,

--

rial seemed the poorest in years, yet
Mose Hole has built another winning
combination that can be ranked among
tit top teams of the country. Wooster doesn't have a good team every
five years it has a good team every
year and yet we are still playing Wilm- ington, Findlay, Fenn. and several
other colleges that have no business
being on the schedule.

New Coach Leads
Fenn To Wooster
mm

X'

J

The school's answers to the
whole problem would be: (1) The
school does not like the publicity that Wooster would receive
from big time basketball, (2)
Wooster could not play big name

51--

'I

-

confine

all-year-'rou-

nd

VII-VII-

II

Ken. I
Ken. V
Ken. Ill
Scotties
Ken. VI
Ken. IV
Doug.'

132

76

1
69
2 105
2 56

84

1

3

0

90

53
72

96
46

2

59

4

82 139
65 205

5

.833
.666
.600
.600
.490
.333
.200
.000

W. L. Pts. Opts. Pet.
5
0 206 102 1.000
5
134 96 1.000
134 126 .600
154 133 .500
110 143 .400
97 125 .200

MI

Doug. VII-VII- I
Doug. V-Doug. Ill
Doug. IV
Sec. IX
VI

Kappa Komets'
Five Old Men
Town

"5123000
3

.000
.000

59 105
57 63

--

SHACK

Track Aspirants Practice'
Monday, Wednes., Friday
Coach Munson issued his first call
for track candidates Monday. Training with theJltrack squad will be several boys who desire to keep in shape.
The workouts are Monday, Wednesday, and Friday afternoons and consist of calisthentics and running. The
following boys have reported:
Mux-worth-

WOOSTER

Reese,

y,

Streeper, Miller, Ferguson,
Thomas, Ebright, Hall, Lowry,

Hydorn, Thompson, Gebhardt,
and Mazarek.

FA MI

Hational Bank

--

V-V-

--

1

SPAOVli.
1

Scots After 200th Win

:

::.

"

v

In beating Wittenberg last Saturday, Wooster captured its one
hundred and ninety-nint- h
victory
tinder Coach Hole's guidance. Tonight against Fenn they are out
to make it two hundred.

S

T"'
'

::::: :::::

M
7

- "

::::::

n

.

.

The Scots playing in their typical
style grabbed an early lead and never
lost it. Dale Hudson had 12 points in

it nft fr.

A,

--

-

,

""""

Rog-er- s

'

-

i

ri- M';
WM.v.v.M,AAJ..vU.r,4J
-

WWIMW""""W

'

the first IS minutes. At this point
however, he was sent to the showers
after committing his fourth personal
foul. Kuhn and Cope replaced him
during the game. The Scots held a 9
lead at the half.

Cpt

pitched for the town team in the
tramural Softball Uague.

i

""VIj

.

imh

VII-VII-

Frosh

teams because these big name
teams hesitate 'to play a college
like Wooster, which is comparatively unknown. (3) To play big
teams the Scots would have' to
either build or find a gym that
could accommodate larger crowds.
(4)The, playing, of garnet far
away from home would necessiCOACH BRUCE BRICKLEY
tate several long trips which '
would be hard on the players'
When Fenn college faces Wooster
scholastic j&ndings. - (3) Too...
tonight a hew coach, Bruce Brickley,
many big name opponents might
will be handling the reigns of the
Cleveland team. The new mentor is
a fiery mite five feet seven inches in
height and weighing only 137 pounds.
You'll find a little bit of
Since his graduation from Oberlin, he
'
everything here.
has made excellent coaching records
at Allegheny, Oberlin, and Chester-lan- d
high.

I

.

BOB

&(Ki

1

33-1-

........ .......

Kgrl tfare

Harry Eicher was Wooster's chief
offensive weapon in the second stanza,
scoring four fielders and two free

in-

Harry Eicher has won two letters
in the pigskin sport where he has
held down an end position for two
years. Eicher, like Kate, has little rest
during the year, stepping from the
gridiron to the hardwoods. Softball
seems to be Harry's chief athletic
diversion.
Black Has Tennis Letter
Bob Black won his first basketball

Women's

throws.
Twenty-tw-

o

fouls were called

on Wittenberg and

10

WOOSTER
Hudson,
f
The W. A. A. bridge last Saturday
Katherman,' f
went over in such a big way that the
Eicher, c
25 realized wilt: be given to the Red
Kate, g
Cross. The refreshments were fur- Sproull, g
:
nished by W. A. A. and the prizes Cope, f
Craven,
f
were graciously donated by Annat's,
Black, g
Freedlander's,
Gray's, and Lerch's.
Seventy people were present at the
TOTALS- bridge. The floating prize was carWITTENMERG
ried off by Betty Proctor and the door
Cain, f
prize by Margaret Alsberg; the wom- Fisher, f
en's prize by Eleanor Rogers and the Bales, c
SheiL g
men's by Dan Miles.
Caton, g
Now is the time
resolutionize

Fid.
6

By ILENE SMITH
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on Wooster.
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Wooster Runs Up Biggest Score of
Season in Beating Wilmington

13

y

:

The time to swim is every Thursday
night and Saturday morning, and the
limit is set at twenty lengths. The
more people you can . get, out, the
better your chances will be. See your
craft whip through the waters to
Pearl Harbor on the gym bulletin
boardl
.

FH.,HAMILTQN

213 B. Liberty

Phone 8934.

.

Basketball really has been getting
the crowds, and some mighty interesting tournament play is coming up.
Miss Buccalo and Miss Jacobs are
floating through the badminton tournament. The last of their victims to
hit the dust were Lois Wilson and
Gretchen Johnson who were considered our champ players last year.

ead

DAIRIES
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Pomeroy and Retzler
154 West Liberty Street

OFFICERS
C

E.

PlXTVice-preside-

-

nt

BDMUND SECREST,

Vice-pre-

"For Fine Foods"

FISH

E. C. LANDES, President

We Deliver

LUNCH

s.

30c

ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier

Compliments

of

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y
to the Board
'

- For

DIRECTORS

247 East Liberty Street

ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer
WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

.

SC

HOOLOF
.

DAVID A. TAGGART
EDMUND SECREST

JOHN D. OVERHOLT
,

MB MB BR

.

The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated, instruction
in the basic medical sciences being under the supervision of the
medical faculty. Clinical practice of dentistry, in all its varied aspects, is supervised by the dental division, and there is an intimate
association with the clinics of several hospitals. Periods of internship
in two general and one children's hospital during the senior year.'
offering unusual experience in clinical observation, diagnosis, and
treatment of dental conditions.
Next regular session will start the first week in July 1942.

THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

..

Federal Reserve System

jfive

free throws out of five trys making a
total of 10 out of 25 chances. Wilmington had 11 field goals out of 65
attempts plus 11 free throws out of
23 attempts.

broken:

lenses-duplicate-

d

White Lenses.... J2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses... .2.50 to Jt3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

W. T. WATSON
.

DE NT I ST R Y

For further information address

Federal Deposit Insurance
,

New Spring

of-903ittemptsjilus-

"Where Variety and Quality Rule"

-

A four year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by means
of the quarter plan. (Four quarters of eleven weeks each, to the
school year).
. .

C. L. LANDES

Corporation

36-o- ut

LERCH PASTRY SHOP

THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO

DIX

..:

of

Kenarden VI

133

E

Optometrist
Liberty St.

)

Phone 31

.BLOUSES
$25
grand new collection of
crisp, fresh blouses, in white
and colors.

Annat's

--

LANDES

B. C.

REYNOLDS SHOE REPAIR
Ray Hudson, Representative

'

TRUST OFFICERS
B. S.

Make it

PETE WOODS Barber' Shop

DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
-

Your Personality Haircut

aminutei-Coac- h

Hole inserted three substitutes at this
time and the half found Wooster far
ahead 47 to 16.
0
This was probably the greatest first
half in Wooster's history. In the first

GRAY AND SON
Coal and builder Supplies

1926 Cleveland Rd. Ph. 911

2,The

Scots Shoot Accurately
to 12 minutes but this time the Scots
more than doubled their score to 38
The second half showed Wooster
points thus scoring an average of sinking 15 out of 41 shots for a total

betterthari3pointr

'

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier
C. E. SHEARER, Ass't Cashier

1

Ph6ne 197

.

.

.

'23

Goodrich Street, Buffalo, New York

'

10
3

IV-Crande- lJs,

girls.

half the Scots attempted A7 field goals
By BILL BOYER
The Wooster Scots made new bas- and sank 21. In the greatest scoring
ketball history last Friday night when spree of the season Wooster sank 8
they broke the 70 mark for the first shots in a row, 10 out of 11, and 16
time this season and went on to score out of 2 1 attempts; - However, - the
Scots-onlsank five free throws in 15
a victory over Wilmington 82 to 33.
chances.
This victory registered the second
highest score on their home court in
Eicher Out on Fouls
Coach Hole's memory, the greatest
fouls forced ' Eicher
personal
Four
score being a triumph over Otterbein out of the game after one minute of
83 to 22 several years ago when the the second half had elapsed. In four
famous Hole, Gernert, and Grenert more minutes Kate and Sproull left
were in school. However, the greatest the game after both had done splendid
score a Wooster team has ever racked jobs. The score was 63 to 24 then
up on either their own or their op- and Kate was responsible for 20 of
ponent floor was in 1931 when the the points. Hudson and Katherman
Scots beat Kenyon at Kenyon 86 to were the next to come out of the
48.
game. They received a tremendous
ovation. Denny Kuhn broke 70 with
Wooster Grabs Lead
a. left handed push shot boosting the
Three minutes after the clock
score to 71 to 3,0 at the 1) minute
time was doubled to six minutes and mark. Substitutions scored the remainthe Wooster score was also doubled to ing points, the final score being 82
16 to 2. Again the time was doubled to 33.

.

start-edWoosterwasrah-

Public Square and West Liberty

12

letter last year and in the spring he
L ... 0
2
won his tennis letter as number six
1
1
3
man on the racket squad. Black is a
hard working athlete both in basket10
.26
62
,
Rich Sproull won a football letter ball and tennis.
Fid. FL Tl.
in his sophomore year but was inBob Cope is the only basketball let.
5
13
3
jured in the Denisoh game this year terman not to own a monogram in
5
1
11
and was forced to give up football for another sport. Cope takes active part
2
4
0
the season. Rich's main athletic hob- in intramural athletics and was named
2
0
4
bies are Softball and golf. Rumors quarterback on the Voice's
2
0
4
have spread concerning his ability touch football team. In the spring
to
1
Weaver Ji
0
2
to hit as long a ball as any golfer Softball holds his attention as a pitch that you will swim in the marathon!
1
Ryman, g
2
0
on Wooster's course. Last year he er and an infielder.
The girls are divided into five groups:
TOTAL
.18
I Babcock; II Holden, Adams, and
4 40
White; III Annex, Holden 3rd;
Millers, Korner, West,
82-3- 3
JEWELER
minster, Colonial; V Hoover, Town
Watch, Clock, ft Jewelry Repairing
.

f

The Wayne County

r

i

62-4- 0

2,

itlirilll'tf-'-V-

confer-

record intact, Wooster rolled
over Wittenberg
last Saturday
night at Springfield. Harry Eicher led
the Scots' scoring with seven field
goals and four fouls for 18 points.
Dal Hudson was runner up with 12
points while Captain Karl Kate contributed 10 points to the evening's entertainment. .The sixth Ohio Confer
ence victory for Wooster kept them
apace with undefeated Mount Union
and Capital.
ence

.

Ken.

I

Keeping their unblemished

I

r--'Mn-

"

ft'w

JOHN STRANAHAN

By

TLrre

Send Your Friend a Photo
of Yourself for a Valentino
made by

The COLLIER PRINTING Co.
Bcvcr and North Streets

Phone 400

Printed and Engraved Stationery

DAWSON
PHOTOGRAPHER
PHONE 145

L. C. Smith

and Corona

Portable Typewriter;1
We service all makes of typewriters

Mfft

-

t

THE WOOSTBR VOICB

Former Star Athletes Leave For Marine Training Base
Ilame
d
Wardens For
College Dorms

Martha Milburn to
Present Recital in

Air-Rai-

Air raid wardens hav

been ap
pointed throughout the college dormi
tones in cooperation with the Wooster
system for protection during air' raids,
the dean's office announces. Each
warden has two assistants and works
with a fir warden and two assistants.
So far the wardens have had no particular .preparation or practice.

Wardens
Kenarden,

in the boys' dorms are:
-

.-

Leslie
William Devitt,
Thomas, Calvin Dagg, Max Hellman,
Robert Cope, Eugene Beem, Harold
Streeper; Livingston, John Manry;
Ninth, Robert Dailey; Douglass, James
Donaldson, John Clay, Robert West,
William Vigrass, James Vitella, James
Bean, Richard ShrefFler, and Gerald
Stryker.

Friday, Feb. 6 Convocation.
and student meetings.

--

Chapel February 10

Notices

Office Will Give
Vocational Test

Doris Fetzer, organ

Monday,- - Feb. 9

Any students who are interested in
-taking
..
the Strong Vocational Interest
A71;
.
Tuesday, Feb. 10 Separate chapel.
;:
Martha Milburn, a senior music Wednesday, Feb. "11 Music trio.
Test should report to the Placement
student, will present a voice recital
Office this week.
Thursday, Feb. 12 President Charles
on Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 8 p.m.. in the
The test comprises over 400 items
F. Wishart.
chapel.
of activities, including both
Miss MilburnV program will conand school subjects, and voca-- .
sist of "Lascia Ch'io Pianga" by Hantional situations which the student
Alumni Clubs
checks as to likes and - dislikes. For
del; "Orpheus with his Lute" by
"Adieu Forets (Jeanne d'Arc)"
men the test covers 27 occupations and
New Student
by Tschaikowsky. It will' also include
for women it covers 18. From these
each student may choose nine occupa"Verborgenheit", "In dem Schatten
Wooster alumni clubs throughout tions
meiner Locken", "Und willst du dein-eon which he or she wants rat'
will be holding 'special ings.' These "comparative ratings result
ihr'country
Liebsten", "Du denkst, miiTelnem
Fadchen", and "Er ist's" by Hugo meetings sometime between Feb. 1 from he placing of the student's inWolf.
and Mar. 28, in order to interest terests against those of people already
in' the respective professions.
She will also sing Chausson's "Le
music.

.

I

V-

-

'

V)

:.

extra-curricul-

'(

.

-

"

ar

Start

Sul-liva-

n;

Drive

n

.

Miller Manor, Dorothy Rickards;
Korner Hub, Bette Lockwood; Colon
ial, Gwen Polen; Westminster, Betty
Lou Dickens; Crandell's, Sara Jean
Ferguson; White's, Alice Bums; Adams, Betty Gearing and Sue McMillan.

CHAPEL

.

"

Wardens in the girls' dorm are:
Holden, Maty Jane Whiteomb, Anne
Harms, Margaret Alsberg; Holden
Annex, Phyllis Johnson and Jeanette
Sprecher; Babcock, Joy Donaldson,
Ruth Hiletnan, Mary Chalfant; Hoover, Jeanne Haun, Louise Rolling, Marian Riebe, and Margaret Miller.

Thursday, February 5, 1942

'"..

c-

4

.-."-

r

prospective students in Wooster,

Temps des Lilas", Debussy's "Mando.
line", "L'invitation au Voyage" by
Duparc, "Fleur Jetee" by Faure; "In
the Yellow Dusk" by Horsman, "To
a Messenger" by La Forge; "To the
and
Children" by Rachmaninoff,

'

the

This

not the same vocational in- terest test as that given to freshmen
upon their entrance in September.
Arthur F. Southwick, who is irccharge
of giving the test, considers it the best
of a number of vocational tests and
says that it is now used in all the

Alumni Office announces.

is

'

These alumni clubs are especially
active in some of the larger eastern
and central cities, such as Pittsburgh,
New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
and Chicago. The meetings will be
"Miranda" by 'Hageman.
held in addition ' to the regularly leading
universities.
Miss Milburn has been a member scheduled meetings in December.
,
is a charge of 35 cents for
There
--- 11
of the college choir for four years and
The nature of the special meeting the cost of tabulating the test which is
alto soloist for two of those years.
-- athletes,
former-st-ar
President Charles F. Wishart is shown "abovesay in g farewell to- two
is left to the discretion of the local done in New York.
Last year she took Ihe part of the
officers and such things as parties,
"Pudge" Hole (center), and Dick Gernert, both '41, who left last Saturday to enter the Candidates Class of the
Mother in a presentation of scenes
United States Marines in Quantico, Va. Both Hole and Gernert have been enrolled in the same company. Wooster
teas, suppers and talent programs are
from Humperdinck's "Hansel and
suggested.
now has close to 100 men in the service.
Staff Meets Saturday
Gretel", and was narrator at the reAll
clubs
expected
are
to
a
create
An important meeting of the
Gian-nini's
cent Fortnightly production of
designed
new
post'
specifically
be
to
Voice
staff will be held in the
"Beauty and the Beast"
of
a subsidiary of the central admissions
Voice office, Saturday' morning,
Mrs. Clarice Paul Parmelee, of the office at the college. Duly elected ofat 10:30. All reporters, both ac1
Gives Open
Conservatory faculty, will accompany ficers will have at their disposal, catative and inactive, are urged to
J
the soloist at the piano.
logues, bulletins, and other college
attend this meeting. Department
Freshman Debate club rematerial in order to contact a maxi.. The
heads are requested to come at
Application blanks, for the renewal
elected Robert .. Anderson president
mum number of Wooster. possibilities
9:45 to assist in a partial reorof all Honor, "Babcock, Wilson,
of
in their vicinity.
Professor Jean Seznec of Harvard Monday, Feb. 2. Kenneth Cohen was
ganization of the staff.
Scheide, and Trustee scholarships and
and Betty Morfor Student Aid Grants, for the 1942-4- 3 university will give a French lecture elecnssl
Boss . It is desired that prospective stusecretary.
school year, are now available in in Scott auditorium on Feb. 12 at gan was
dents be told about scholarships availcabinet
the Student Aid office on the second
able to freshmen, including the honor Miss Johnson to Address
members
A committee of
4:30 p.m. Professor Seznec was infloor of Galpin hall. All applications
and general scholarships and the spewas appointed to make arrangements
Students
Open Meeting
vited to speak at Wooster on 'the
Freshman-Sophomor- e
cial ones.
must be in by April 1.
,
debate.
for the
of Dr. E. B. de
recommendation
Students with missionary, minister,
Following the business meeting there
Miss Mary Z. Johnson, head of the
ial, or faculty reductions are asked to Sauze, Director of Foreign Languages was ' a discussion on parliamentary
Political Science department, will
fill out renewal blanks at this time, for Cleveland city schools and profes-"so- r law, conducted by Professor Emerson
speak at an open meeting, Feb. 10,
Any students planning to attend the
at Western Reserve university.
Miller.
in lower Babcock, before the Post-W1942 summer session, needing such
Reconstruction class. This class
His subject will be "The Romantic
The next meeting will be Monday,
'9
,
V
'
grants, are requested to fill but a
was formerly the Committee for Free!
. .
,
j
Hero" of which Chateaubriand's Rene Feb. 9. The program will be a debate
special blank for summer help.
By Dr. G. W. Jacoby
dom
and Peace. Her topic .will be
style on the question, Res
is the type. The lecture is intended to in Oregon
s
have
recently
I
purchased
from
the
for
"The Future of the League of Nations
While the work program
solved: That the civil liberties of free
' John J. Sutter, M.D., Wayne County's
be
both
entertaining.
instructive
and
completed,
f
ap
and the World Court."
summer has not been
speech and free press be restricted in
Health
his
Commissioner,
publication
work
the
on
plication blanks for
Faculty members in the French
times of national emergency. The
of "Do's and Don'ts for Health,
campus for the summer are now
of Wooster had an oppor- speakers for the affirmative will be
Happiness and Abundant Life". In
both
posblanks
cover
available. These
tunity to hear Professor Seznec at the Oscar Olson and .Dick Reiman. The
his modest way he has stated: Quote
sible, board jobs and other campus
negative side will be upheld by RobLangModern
of
meeting
"I have plucked a flower here, a rose
the
recent
employment.
ert Anderson and Kenneth. Cohen.
109 N. BUCKEYE ST.
there, a posie yonder all from stranguage Association
in Indianapolis.
er's gardens, and tied them together,
They found him to be a clear and
Exclusive Agents
and all I claim is the thread that
forceful speaker. He has written that
v
binds them. "He has accumulated more
Freshman Forum Elects 6 he will make a special effort to adapt
Jake Loehr
15"
health facts and homespun philoshimself to undergraduate students of
New Officers for Semester French and that his talk will be
ophy with illustrations, in this small
an
volume of 151 pages than any other
Call For Immediate Service
informal causerie rather than a formbook I have ever seen. I' can only
The newly elected officers for Fresh-ma- n al lecture.
, 7"
1544-VII Section
recommend your acquiring this book,
Hello. How's my .one and only toForum for the present semester
- INA RAE HUTTON
v
is open to all and is
The
program
at a very small cost, for your own
night?
What? You don't know
are George Miller, president; Esther
f
u,
SwinhyTVice-presidehtrWilLucas, regofcharg.
who thisTs? Go onr Guess 777 What? " Ina Rae Hutton, who is the female library. A volume has been placedTn
t
leader of an
. . . No, I'm not going tp tell you.
band, has one the waiting room of Hygeia hall for
treasurer; Louise Rolling, secretary;
Compliments of
Go on. Guess who- this is . . . Aw, of the hottest swing outfits in the bus- your inspection.
Art Palmer, and Mary Louise Findley,
take a chance. You oughta know my iness today. She's playing in New
music committee.
Week of Jan. 28 to Feb. 4, 1942
Minglewood Coal dC Ice Co.
voice by now
What? . .7 Aw, York City currently and broadcasts
Dispensary cases 237
Athenthe
in
a.m.
Sunday
9:45
at
Dad's Root Beer
Ice
Pop
..
...
don't be scared. Guess HrV come on nightly.
AdmissionsMen, 3 - Women, 9
aeum room, Ann Rogers will lead a
Other
and
Beverages
. . . Guess! WHAT! It is not! Say,
Discharges Men, 3
Women, 8
This is
discussion on "Catholicism".
anyhow?
who's
he
fine
thing
It's
a
another in the series of meetings deal(Continued from Page 1)
when you don't know my voice after
Fortnightly Hears Music
ing with comparative religion.
they will be distributed to the fresh- we've been dating steady for three
men. Acceptances must be returned by weeks now."
From Transition Period;
the freshmen to the dean's office by
"Well, anyhow, what'U we do toBarbara
2
Comments
chapel time, Thursday, Feb. 19.
night?
. What? You don't care.
CURZON
FERRIS,
CLYDE
KENARDEN
CONN, DOUGLASS
In order that the candidates for ad- Good! There's a western down at the
The fortnightly music club will
8
mission into the Kenarden system may "horse opera" with Gene Autry. I'd meet to hear a program of music from
DAY and NIGHT
make their choices - freely, the Ken- like to see v r . What? You don't like the Transitional Period, Monday, Feb.
LIBERTY CLBANBRS
;
arden council ruled tha't from noon on westerns! But, I thought you didn't 9.
"
Sunday, Feb. 15, to chapel on Thurs- care . . . Gene Autry's corny? ; . .
The commentator for the evening
day, Feb. 19, no upperclassmen will H'm maybe so. Well, what will we do?
be allowed in Douglass and no fresh- . . . What? Go to the vie dance . .' . will be Barbara Hogg. A string quarGIVE
A
More Than, 11,000 Families,
men permitted in any of the sections. You know I don't like to dance. You tet Ruth Ihrig, Betty Yost, Pauleen
Will Read Your
An infraction of this rule may result realize that, well then? . . . Watch the Smith, and David Young will play
in the loss of "Hell Week", by the jitterbugs? I don't like jitterbugs. They Op. 18, No. 1 in F major by Beethoven.
D
section irivolvedExceptions tothis get-i- n- Tny-waSay ! Who's bossof
rule are upperclassmen residing' in this outfit anyway? . . . Oh, all right,
Other selections, also from BeeIn The
Douglass, including counsellors, sales- we'll go to the vie dance. You know thoven, will be given on ,the piano:
MRS. EARL A. SNYDER, Representative
men and those who have the special I was only kidding. See ya' at 8. "Sonata in B flat major" by Rachel
' "
Phone 728
142 E. LarwUl St.
permission of Dean John Bruere.
G'bye!"
Shobert; "Sonata Pathetique" first
.
2 Lines 2 Times 38c
movement, by Jack Strang; and the
Classified Display 75c an inch
(second
and third movements by
Open Displa- y"65c ah inch
George Mulder; "Concerto in E flat"
by Naomi Jury and Doris Fetzer.
--

-

of-Woost- er's.-
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Applications Must

Frosh Debaters
Choose Officers

Harvard
Lecture

Seznec

Be in by April

In Scoit Auditorium

Hot Band Boasts

WSGA Judicial Board
Chooses New Members

vice-preside-

off-camp-

us

us

V

Y-

V
iWifi-

:o.'

Vir-gini-

at

:ss-:-:-:-.:-:-:;;;-:-gfg?Wr::--

Seven new members have been chosen for positions on the Judicial Board
of the W5.GA. They are the following: Lois Qowej, Carol Scott,
a
Wise and Dorothy Rumbold rep
resenting Holden; Martha Childress,
upperclass women; Esther
Swinny, Hoover; and Jean Sommers,
freshmen. From this group
Carol Scott was elected secretary of
the board.
off-camp-

Equally Torrid

nt

re-elect- ed

::::::

1

Dr. Recommends

New Publication

"

-

ar

-

-- M-

:

de-partm-

ent

H. S. Dean Discusses Job

Geier Shoe Hospital

"

Miss Olive Bowers, dean of girls
and
instructor in geometry at Wooster
,
high school, discussed 'The Duties of
a High School Dean of Girls," at a
meeting of Epsilon Rho, education
society, Tuesday evening, Jan. 3, in
lower Babcock.

Watch Repairing

JEWELER

all-ma-

.

le

-

Upperclassmen Shun
Douglass For Week

AFTER A
FASHION

--

...

r-

'

---

W E I T Z E L Dry

CITY TAXI

AT

--

FREEDLANDER'S
Ordinary pajamas are back numbers in this kind of weather. The
Men's Department seems to be completely sold on the new
made by Balbrigan for sub-zer- o
nights in Kenarden Lodge. This
d
pa jama is- - a- - fleecy: flannel knit
o
at a mere $1.98.
why freeze,
men?
A

glor-"ifie-

--

So-o--

Valentines are most fun for folks
who least expect them. And VALENTINE'S DAY isn't far away. Why
not be a valentine and send some?
Third floor is sporting a omplete
collection of gr eetin g- - goJJn and
browse around. And don't forget the
boys in camp when you're making
out your valentine list.

I stopped at the jewelry counter and
couldn't tear myself away. The wooden novelty pins will add a definite zip
to your new spring suit. Pin a wooden
sailor man or a soldier boy on your
lapel to show your patriotism. They're
showing 30-6- 0
inch plastic necklaces
in all colors to dress up your sweater
pearls.

...

.

--

-

BAST LIBERTY ST.
Parker Pans
Diamonds

a pleasant change from the

and
Perry Narten

1

And Here's How

,

221

SKI-JAM-

I

1

L

Jewelry

GEO. H. LAHM

:

Boy Gets Girl

ever-prese-

nt

1-

Phone

Hogg

..

SWEET HEART'S DAY
HER

--

--

WANT-A-

DRILY RECORD

MARY LINCOLN CHOCOLATES

For The Original

6c

ss

On Valentine's Day

- -

Feb.

Miss Eve Richmond will close the
program with a Voice solo, Beethoven's "Ah! Perfidio".

SCHINE'S VOOSTER THEATRE
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
TWO BIG HITS
Walter Brennan, Walter Houston and Anne, Baxter in'

"SWAMP WATER"

14

Ray Bolger in

6c

"By The Bag Full"

STYPE'S DRUG STORE

SUNDAY

Valentines For

BMcC

Woolcraft Shop
We Close on Saturday at 6:00 P.M,

965--

-

TUESDAY

1000 LAUGHS TO

W

.

J

A CUSTOMER!

.

.

.

non-CRUSH'TIE-

S

--

SWEETHEART, MOTHER,
Mother, Father, Sweetheart in the Army
and Many Others
In Fact a VALENTINE for Everyone

Snyder Studio

.

Camera and Gift Shop
East Liberty at Bever
' Phone 16
j

1
1

l

FATHER

28 x 40 and 30 x 56
- - $1.00 - - $1.50

Phone

MONDAY

COME EARLY AND
AVOID THE RUSH1

Sizes- -

.

-

'

mil

ENTIRELY NEW SHIPMENT WHICH
MAY BE OUR LAST

Public Square

.

.

"FOUR JACKS AND A JILL"
ONLY

IIAIIBUBGEB

Shop

-

Remember HER With

HAMBURGER

14

from

Mr- - 0'Neil

yr-

Feb.

VALENTINE GIFT

1

HOOKED RUG PATTERNS

69c

60

2-

.

Adv.

Cleaning Co.

THE
and itxiklag
Rich, warm eolor-ton.- s
Non- b.w pattern la Nor-East

1
.

Cruihlabtio.

tigs,

m

'

I

CM!

no ms-iB
--

am

W

A SWELL VALENTINE. GIFT

BRENNER BROS.

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Henry Fonda Barbara Stanwick

"YOU BELONG TO ME"

